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Introduction: Robotic adoption has rapidly increased within urology. Initial uptake in
adult urology has outpaced that seen in pediatric procedures. The aim of this study was
to determine adult and pediatric urologist satisfaction with specific procedural steps in
lower urinary tract reconstruction (LUTR) using an open versus robotic approach and
define drivers and barriers to robotics adoption to inform device development relevant to
current needs.

Methods: A survey was distributed to practicing urologists. Questions assessed surgeon
demographics, technology adoption, satisfaction with anastomotic steps in continent
neobladder (CN) and augmentation cystoplasty (AC), and drivers/barriers influencing
robotic use.

Results: Of 110 respondents, 49% practiced in academic institutions; 51% reported
non-academic, private, or other. Specializations were pediatrics (36%), oncology/robotics
(25%), or other (39%). Sixty-eight percent completed training in the past decade. In the
past year, 55% completed only open CN or AC, 36% only robotic, and 9% both. Of those
that performed robotic procedures, 5% used only an intra-corporeal approach, 85% used
only extra-corporeal, and 10% used both. Surgeons who performed robotic LUTR alone
expressed high satisfaction with all CN and AC procedural steps evaluated. Overall, of the
anastomoses evaluated, urologists found urethrovesical anastomoses more satisfactory
using a robotic versus open approach. Pediatric versus adult urologists were overall less
satisfied with the robotic approach. In terms of robotic adoption, major drivers for CN were
adoption by neighboring institutions, improved perioperative outcomes, and equivalent
oncological outcomes; barriers were cost of robotic purchase and maintenance, surgeon
support for robotics, and difficult learning curve. Major drivers for AC were adoption by
neighboring institutions, decreased operative time, and equivalent oncological outcomes;
barriers were increased operative time, cost, and minimal perceived benefit of
extracorporeal procedures.
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Conclusion: Urologic oncologists and surgeons performing robotic LUTR alone were
highly satisfied with the robotic approach. Pediatric urologists reported lower overall
satisfaction with robotic steps in LUTR, potentially corresponding with limitations of
current robotic platforms for pediatric application and relative training exposure. Major
drivers overall were competition and outcomes; major barriers were cost, operative time,
and learning curve. Based on this select surgeon cohort recruited through targeted social
media platforms, maximizing surgeon experience through training and innovations to
reduce complication rates is anticipated to facilitate broader adoption of robotics in LUTR.
Future studies that include a broad international distribution across the specialty may
further pinpoint specified needs for adult versus pediatric specialists and drive targeted
robotics platform development.
Keywords: augmentation cystoplasty (or bladder augmentation), lower urinary tract reconstruction, robotic
surgery, surgical innovation, augmentation cystoplasty, continent neobladder, Da Vinci surgical system®, robotics
INTRODUCTION

The introduction of the da Vinci® surgical system over 20 years
ago was followed by rapid adoption in the field of urology, with
demonstrated effectiveness for both oncological and benign
conditions (1). Based on data from the National Cancer
Database, the proportion of robotic-assisted radical cystectomies
performed in the United States increased from 22% in 2010 to 40%
by 2015, with rates exceeding 50% in recent multicenter series (2).
In pediatrics, robotic application to lower urinary tract
reconstruction (LUTR) has lagged behind this adoption trend,
potentially reflecting a prioritization of platform development and
testing for adult procedures by surgical and robotic device
companies (2, 3). Furthermore, evidence remains inconclusive
regarding the value proposition for application of the surgical
robot to LUTR (4). A study across practice types and specialties
within urology is needed to better understand the myriad factors
that influence both adult and pediatric urologists in surgical
approach selection for these cases.

While surgeon perspectives regarding preferred approach are
based on multiple factors, several key themes can be observed in
discussions with surgeons and the available data that may inform
robotics use in LUTR (5). These include risk of perioperative
complications, long-term outcomes (e.g., oncological,
continence), surgical training and volume, patient–surgeon
decision-making, device limitations, and market factors.
Consistent with the relative surgical complexity and patient
comorbidity profile of individuals undergoing a CN or AC,
perioperative complications are common and costly (6). The
role of robotics to decrease perioperative complication rates in
LUTR has yet to be established and may differ between
intracorporeal versus extracorporeal approaches (7). A
randomized controlled multi-center trial (Randomized Open
versus Robotic Cystectomy, RAZOR) has reported 2-year non-
inferiority overall between open versus extracorporeal robotic
procedures in the primary outcome of progression-free survival.
In a review of related publications, the potential value of robotics
must be further balanced against higher cost and longer
operative time; the data regarding the effect of this on
2

morbidity are conflicting (8, 9). Similarly, there are studies that
report an advantage in terms of length of stay with RARC and
robotic AC, while others indicate equivalent outcomes (8–10).
Put together, available data regarding outcomes alone do not
fully explain the gradual trend toward increased robotics use
in LUTR.

Another factor cited by surgeons that influences decision-
making regarding preferred surgical approach includes
educational background and training in robotics. As robotics
exposure has increased in training overall, graduating residents
and fellows may select the procedural approach with which they
have the most experience. However, robotic LUTR remains low
volume at most sites, limiting the potential for the majority of
trainees to complete the approximately 40 robotic cystectomies
required before reaching an operative time plateau (11). Such
factors will continue to impact robotics adoption in LUTR;
however, as is noted in relation to outcomes data, educational
factors and experience alone do not fully explain the gradual
increase in robotics adoption in LUTR.

Other influences driving the adoption of the robotic approach
may stem from non-clinical considerations. The decision
regarding surgical approach includes the impact of joint
decision-making between the patient and their surgeon. From
a patient standpoint, the decision regarding operative approach
and surgeon selection additionally may include factors such as
financial constraints, insurance reimbursement, surgeon
preference, and local availability of the surgical robot (12).
Beyond LUTR in bladder cancer, robotic AC in pediatrics may
be further limited as instrumentation, and devices designed for
the adult patient can present unique challenges when applied to
infants and small children (13). Put together, factors impacting
approach to LUTR are broad and incompletely understood,
extending beyond outcomes data to include surgeon training,
patient, and network-based factors.

The aim of this study was to investigate the relative impact of
a range of potential influences on surgeon adoption of robotics in
LUTR, including both CN and AC. Specifically, this study
evaluated the impact of specialized urologic practice areas and/
or current robotics use in CN or AC on preferences for
June 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 895102
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technology adoption, satisfaction with specific anastomoses
performed during each procedure, and perceived benefits
versus barriers to robotics adoption.
METHODS

An international survey using Qualtrics XM (14) was distributed
to practicing urologists through targeted social media channels,
including Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Urologic List-Servs.
Initial questions assessed practice location and setting, training,
and targeted procedural volume. The remainder of the survey
assessed general and surgical technology adoption, suitability of
open versus robotic approaches for specific procedural steps in
CN and AC (range, 0–10; 10 as best), and drivers/barriers
reported to impact robotic use in these procedures. For
technology adoption, respondents were asked to describe
themselves as loving and being first to experiment with, liking
and using before most, using when most people are, using as one
of the last people, or skeptical of new technologies (15). For
suitability of procedural steps, respondents were asked to rate the
GI tract, bowel-to-bladder or bladder-to-bladder anastomoses/
closures. They were also asked to rate the following based on
procedure: ureteroenteric and urethrovesical anastomoses for
CN versus appendix isolation and catheterizable channel
implantation for AC. For drivers and barriers, respondents
were asked to identify major barriers from a list of choices that
were developed through a rigorous interview process of
stakeholders in the urologic robotic industry via the National
Science Foundation I-Corps program (5, 16). Respondents were
excluded due to incompleteness if surveys lacked responses
regarding urologic specialty, technology, or surgical
device adoption.

Each survey section was analyzed by provider specialty and by
use of surgical approaches in LUTR. Provider specialty was
categorized into three groups: pediatrics, oncology plus robotic
surgery, and other, which included andrology, endourology/
stone disease, female pelvic medicine and reconstruction,
general urology without subspecialty, laparoscopic surgery,
male genitourinary reconstruction, renal transplantation, and
others. Surgical approach was categorized into three groups:
open only, robotic only, or both open and robotics utilization.
Respondent characteristics, technology adoption, and drivers/
barriers were presented as frequencies by group and suitability
scores were presented with box-and-whisker plots comparing
across groups by medians (IQR). All analyses were conducted
using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC) and were two-sided
with an a level of 0.05 for statistical significance.
RESULTS

A total of 174 individuals initiated the survey. Of those, 64 were
excluded due to incompleteness (20 missing specialty and
adoption questions, 44 missing at least one adoption question);
110 were included in the analysis. Table 1 provides a summary of
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org 3
the survey respondent characteristics by provider specialty.
Approximately half of the participants were employed by an
academic medical center (49%) and completed their training
after 2014 (50%). Approximately three of four urologists had
access to a da Vinci robot within their institution of practice
(76%). Those without access to a da Vinci robot resided in Africa
(65%), South America (31%), and the United States (4%). Of
those with access to a robot, 66 of 84 (79%) performed robotic
LUTR procedures in the past year; 9 of 84 (11%) performed more
than 100 robotic LUTR procedures annually. Most surgeons with
access to a robot performed 1–30 robotic LUTR procedures
annually (56%). CN and ileal conduit procedures were
performed by urologists with a practice focus in oncology or
robotic surgery (65% and 49%, respectively), while augmentation
cystoplasties were more often performed by pediatric urologists
(43%). Regardless of LUTR procedure (ileal conduit, CN, or AC),
urologists across all specialties reported that an extracorporeal
robotic approach to urinary diversion was most common (range,
82%–100%).

General and surgical technology adoption differed across
reported use of open versus robotic surgical approaches but
not by provider specialty (Figures 1A–D). Consistent with their
adoption of robotics, providers who reported only use of the
robotic approach in CN or AC scored higher on the innovation
curve than providers who only used an open approach; this
finding was observed for both general and surgical technology
adoption (57% vs. 24%–25% and 43% vs. 11%–17%,
respectively). However, regardless of surgical approach or
specialty, participating urologists overall scored highly on
measures of willingness to adopt new technologies and surgical
devices (15).

The next set of questions evaluated urologist satisfaction with
specific procedural steps, evaluating the impact of urologic
specialty and robotic experience in LUTR (Figure 2A;
Supplementary Table S1A). Median responses for pediatric
urologist satisfaction with all assessed anastomotic steps in an
open AC was 9.0; for a robotic AC satisfaction with anastomoses
was lower, ranging from 3.0 to 7.5. The lowest scores across
fields, indicating less satisfaction with the procedural step, were
assigned to the ureteroenteric and urethrovesical anastomoses
regardless of approach. Urologist satisfaction with these same
procedural steps was also assessed based on reported robotic and
open LUTR experience (Figure 2B; Supplementary Table S1B).
Urologists using both open and robotic approaches to CN or AC
reported an overall lower median satisfaction with anastomoses
using a robotic approach versus their respective satisfaction with
the open approach for each procedure. Among urologists using
only an open approach, a similar trend was observed with lower
overall median satisfaction provided for anastomoses using a
robotic versus open approach. On the contrary, those who only
completed robotic LUTR in the past year reported higher
satisfaction with the robotic approach for varied anastomotic
steps. Of note, however, there were only three providers (two
with the open and robotic approach and one with only robotic
approach) that performed robotic AC, therefore limiting analysis
within this cohort.
June 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 895102
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TABLE 1 | Respondent characteristics by provider specialty (N=110).

Total Pediatrics Oncology + Robotic Other*
N=110 n=39 n=28 n=43
% (n) % (n) % (n) % (n)

Geographic location
Africa 2 (2) — — 2 (2)
Canada 1 (1) 1 (1) — —

Mexico 3 (3) — 1 (1) 2 (2)
South America 15 (17) 1 (1) 5 (5) 10 (11)
United States 39 (43) 26 (29) 3 (3) 10 (11)
Asia 14 (15) 3 (3) 5 (5) 6 (7)
Australia / New Zealand 2 (2) — 1 (1) 1 (1)
Europe 25 (27) 5 (5) 12 (13) 8 (9)
Primary practice setting
Academic medical center 49 (54) 54 (21) 54 (15) 42 (18)
Community health center/HMO/managed care org 2 (2) 5 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Multi-specialty group 12 (13) 10 (4) 14 (4) 12 (5)
Public or private hospital 19 (21) 10 (4) 21 (6) 25 (11)
Single-specialty urology group 12 (13) 18 (7) 11 (3) 7 (3)
Solo practice 5 (5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 12 (5)
Other 2 (2) 3 (1) 0 (0) 2 (1)
Year of completed training
Before 2000 12 (13) 23 (9) 7 (2) 5 (2)
2000 – 2004 4 (4) 3 (1) 7 (2) 2 (1)
2005 – 2009 16 (18) 20 (8) 18 (5) 12 (5)
2010 – 2014 18 (20) 20 (8) 18 (5) 16 (7)
After 2014 50 (55) 34 (13) 50 (14) 65 (28)
da Vinci robot available at hospital
Yes 76 (84) 87 (34) 86 (24) 60 (26)
No 24 (26) 13 (5) 14 (4) 40 (17)
If no, where is their geographic location** (N=26)
Africa 65 (17) 60 (3) 50 (2) 71 (12)
South America 31 (8) 20 (1) 25 (2) 29 (5)
United States 4 (1) 20 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Robotic-assisted procedures performed (N=84)
1 to 10 29 (24) 38 (13) 4 (1) 38 (10)
11 to 20 17 (14) 21 (7) 8 (2) 19 (5)
21 to 30 10 (8) 12 (4) 4 (1) 12 (3)
31 to 40 2 (2) 3 (1) 0 (0) 4 (1)
41 to 50 4 (3) 3 (1) 8 (2) 0 (0)
51 to 60 4 (3) 0 (0) 13 (3) 0 (0)
61 to 70 1 (1) 0 (0) 4 (1) 0 (0)
71 to 80 1 (1) 0 (0) 4 (1) 0 (0)
91 to 100 1 (1) 0 (0) 4 (1) 0 (0)
More than 100 11 (9) 0 (0) 38 (5) 0 (0)
None 21 (18) 23 (8) 13 (3) 27 (7)
Continent neobladder (N=23)
Open 39 (9) 100 (1) 13 (2) 86 (6)
Open + Robotic 13 (3) 0 (0) 20 (3) 0 (0)
Robotic 48 (11) 0 (0) 67 (10) 14 (1)
Illeal conduit (N=49)
Open 59 (29) 100 (6) 29 (7) 84 (16)
Open + Robotic 27 (13) 0 (0) 42 (10) 16 (3)
Robotic 14 (7) 0 (0) 29 (7) 0 (0)
Augmentation cystoplasty (N=21)
Open 71 (15) 100 (9) 17 (1) 83 (5)
Open + Robotic 5 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 17 (1)
Robotic 24 (5) 0 (0) 83 (5) 0 (0)
Continent neobladder (N=14)
Intra 7 (1) — 8 (1) 0 (0)
Extra 86 (12) — 84 (11) 1 (100)
Intra + Extra 7 (1) — 8 (1) 0 (0)
Illeal conduit (N=20)
Intra 5 (1) — 6 (1) 0 (0)
Extra 80 (16) — 82 (14) 67 (2)

(Continued)
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org
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The final survey section assessed perceived barriers and
drivers to the adoption of robotic surgery for each of the
specific procedures, CN and AC (Table 2). Overall, the top 3
perceived drivers for robotic adoption of CN were adoption by
neighboring institutions, improved perioperative outcomes, and
equivalent oncological outcomes, while the top 3 barriers were
the cost of robotic purchase and maintenance, surgeon support
for robotics, and difficult learning curve. The top 3 perceived
drivers for robotic adoption of AC were adoption by neighboring
institutions, decreased operative time, and equivalent outcomes,
while the top 3 barriers were increased operative time, cost, and
minimal perceived benefit of extracorporeal procedures.

Specific to their experience with each surgical approach,
urologists that currently perform only robotic CN cited the
difficult learning curve as the top barrier, while those that
performed open CN perceived cost as the greatest barrier. The
only responses that were received for AC came from surgeons
who performed open procedures, who reported that the greatest
barrier to robotics use was a lack of evident improvement in
operative outcomes. All respondents agreed that adoption by
neighboring practices or institutions remained the greatest driver
for both CN and AC, demonstrating the importance of factors
beyond the surgeon, patient, or hospital system in isolation.
Responses by specialty likewise demonstrated that urologists
specializing in oncology and robotics found the greatest barrier
for robotic adoption for CN to be cost. Other non-pediatric
providers found the learning curve to be the greatest barrier.
When looking at AC, pediatric urologists and other non-urologic
or robotic providers perceived increased operative time to be the
greatest barrier.
DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first international survey evaluating
the influence of urologic specialty and robotics experience on a
myriad of factors influencing their use of surgical robotics for
LUTR. We have found that urologist demographics, their
perception of technology, satisfaction with procedural steps,
and overarching barriers and drivers in the field all have an
impact on this complex decision-making process. While multiple
series in adult and pediatric urology have evaluated complication
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org 5
and readmission rates across these procedures in the short term,
the consensus regarding the utility of robotics in LUTR among
the urologic community is dissonant. Understanding the factors
that drive the decision to utilize the surgical robot in LUTR more
broadly is crucial to identify specific target areas for innovation
and procedural enhancement. The distribution of an
international survey to urologists of various backgrounds and
specialty focus areas led to novel findings and provides an early
vantage point to inform broader surveys and qualitative studies
in this area.

This study is unique in the urology field in pairing drivers and
barriers with an established measure of technology adoption
commonly used in market evaluation. Our assessment was based
on an iteration of the scientist Everett Rodger’s Diffusion of
Innovations who proposed five defined sub-populations based on
their enthusiasm and motivation to adopt innovative solutions:
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and
laggards (15). Overall, respondents in this study were
categorized as highly to moderately innovative in terms of
technology and surgical device adoption, representing the
categories of innovators, early adopters, and early majority.
That is, these are individuals who love, like, or use new
technologies when other people are doing so, respectively.
Although surgeons within the oncology and robotics fields
were enthusiastic regarding their preferences for adoption of
both general and surgical technology; there was no significant
difference overall between pediatric and adult specialties.
However, surgeons that only performed robotic procedures in
the past year for LUTR were the most innovative on the adoption
curves, representing an enthusiasm for new technologies that is
reflected in their practice. The trend observed in our respondents
demonstrates an affinity and trust toward novel surgical
technology, an observation that can be leveraged when
introducing new surgical equipment and may affect robotic
adoption overall in this field.

When assessing urologist satisfaction with specific
anastomotic steps in the CN and AC procedures, urologists
overall reported that both approaches were satisfactory.
However, there were trends observed between specialty and
experience and satisfaction with an open versus robotic
approach. For example, pediatric urologists had the lowest
satisfaction scores for the robotic approach in AC and the
highest for the open approach. However, it is noteworthy that
TABLE 1 | Continued

Total Pediatrics Oncology + Robotic Other*
N=110 n=39 n=28 n=43
% (n) % (n) % (n) % (n)

Intra + Extra 15 (3) — 12 (2) 33 (1)
Augmentation cystoplasty (N=6)
Intra 0 (0) — 0 (0) 0 (0)
Extra 83 (5) — 100 (5) 0 (0)
Intra + Extra 17 (1) — 0 (0) 100 (1)
June 2022 | Volume 2 | Article
*Other includes: andrology, endourology/stone disease, female pelvic medicine and reconstruction, general urology without subspecialty, laparoscopic surgery, male genitourinary
reconstruction, renal transplantation, and other.
**Includes the geographic breakdown of individuals who do not have access to a da Vinci robot at their hospital.
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within our sample of participants, most pediatric urologists
performed surgeries exclusively via the open approach, while
fellowship-trained urologic oncologists and robotic surgeons
performed the greatest number of robotic LUTR procedures.
These differences may be influenced by differences in robotic
training by specialty and limitations in applying tools created for
adult applications in pediatrics (17). Further studies are needed
with a broader cohort of pediatric urologists to fully understand
these drivers and barriers, including an expanded international
component. Regardless, findings of the adoption curve across
subspecialties in this survey are indicative of an innovative
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org 6
cohort that will be poised to adopt novel technologies and
surgical advancements in the future.

Specific to the anastomotic step in the open CN, the
urethrovesical and ureteroenteric anastomoses had the lowest
satisfaction scores. Satisfaction with the robotic approach did not
show the same variation. The study did not provide additional
data regarding the specific reasons for satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with these steps; this is an area for further
evaluation. However, it is notable that participants who
perform both open and robotic procedures reported less
satisfaction with open anastomotic steps for the open approach
A B

DC

FIGURE 1 | General technology and new medical device adoption by surgical approach and provider specialty. (A) Technology adoption by surgical approach.
(B) Technology adoption by provider specialty. (C) Surgical device adoption by surgical approach. (D) Surgical device adoption by provider specialty.
June 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 895102
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A

B

FIGURE 2 | Rating of satisfaction of procedural steps for continent neobladder and augmentation cystoplasty. (A) Satisfaction by specialty. (B) Satisfaction by
surgery type. Other includes: andrology, endourology/stone disease, female pelvic medicine and reconstruction, general urology without subspecialty, laparoscopic
surgery, male genitourinary reconstruction, renal transplantation, and other.
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org June 2022 | Volume 2 | Article 8951027
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versus those who perform only robotic procedures. Putting
together the data regarding use of robotics and provider
satisfaction with these procedural steps, it is possible that
experience and perceived suitability of the robot for specific
steps in the procedure are driving forces in robotics use,
requiring further evaluation.

As hypothesized, multiple factors beyond cited patient
outcomes affect technology adoption in this arena and will
continue to drive the use of additional minimally invasive
platforms as they enter this expanding market. The current
study identified that adoption by neighboring institutions and
improved perioperative outcomes were top drivers, and cost,
operative time, and learning curve were top barriers. Of note,
while much of the current literature surrounding this topic is
focused on perioperative outcomes and readmissions, our survey
responses showed that adoption by other institutions surpassed
improved outcomes as a major driver. This parallels data
regarding choice of technique for other procedures, such as
management of vesicoureteral reflux in which it has been
demonstrated that Deflux injection was selected based
primarily on surgeon preference in exclusion of other factors
including risk of failure and re-operation rates (18). Based on
these findings, cost-effective interventions that achieve improved
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org 8
outcomes in complex procedures across multiple hospital
settings and systems are needed to facilitate robotics adoption.
Additional studies that quantify the necessary advances in
learning curve and operative time required can further
facilitate this trend.

A less anticipated finding was that the patient preference or
demand for the surgical robot was not viewed as a major driver
by either adult or pediatric urologists. Prior market analyses are
conflicting in the relative effect of competition on hospital
robotic adoption. A recent study looked at robotic acquisition
data in a database of California hospitals to develop a model
based on hospital characteristics and found that market
competition did not significantly drive adoption of robotic
surgical systems. Specifically, the authors found that hospitals
in high volume markets were 12% more likely to purchase a
surgical robot, while market competition increased that chance
by only 2% (19). These findings from recent literature, combined
with the findings from our survey, suggest that competition is
multifactorial and that surgeon perspectives may differ from
observed market trends.

Limitations of the study include a small sample size (n=110)
and a potential sampling bias due to the use of social media for
recruitment of actively practicing urologists. Additionally,
TABLE 2A | Top drivers/barriers for continent neobladder and augmentation cystoplasty by specialty.

Total % (n) Pediatrics % (n) Oncology + Robotic % (n) Other* % (n)

Continent neobladder—drivers (Q25)
N=25 n=0 n=16 n=13
1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 83% (24)
2. Improved perioperative outcomes:
72% (21)
3. Oncological outcomes are equivalent:
61% (19)

—

—

—

1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 81% (13)
2. Improved perioperative outcomes:
69% (11)
3. Oncological outcomes are equivalent:
61% (11)

1. Adoption by neighboring practices
or institutions: 85% (11)
2. Improved perioperative outcomes:
77% (10)
3. Oncological outcomes are
equivalent: 62% (8)

Continent neobladder – barriers (Q26)
N=30 n=0 n=17 n=13
1. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 70% (21)
2. Surgeons are not supportive of
robotics: 40% (12)
2. Robotics has a difficult learning curve:
40% (12)

—

—

—

1. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 59% (10)
2. Surgeons are not supportive of
robotics: 41% (7)
3. Robotics has a difficult learning curve:
35% (6)

1. Robotics has a difficult learning
curve: 85% (11)
2. Transition to an open approach is
often required: 69% (9)
3.There is minimal benefit if
extracorporeal: 46% (6)
3. Concerns regarding oncological
outcomes: 46% (6)

Augmentation cystoplasty – drivers (Q30)
N=24 n=19 n=1 n=3
1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 71% (17)
2. Decreased operative time: 60% (15)
3. Perioperative outcomes are equivalent:
54% (13)

1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 68% (13)
2. Decreased operative time: 58% (11)
3. Perioperative outcomes are
equivalent: 53% (10)

—

—

—

1. Adoption by neighboring practices
or institutions: 75% (3)
2. Decreased operative time: 60% (3)
3. Perioperative outcomes are
equivalent: 50% (2)

Augmentation cystoplasty—barriers (Q31)
N=26 n=20 n=1 n=5
1. Increased operative time: 69% (18)
2. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 48% (12)

1. Increased operative time: 70% (14)
2. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 47% (9)
3. Lack of competitive pressure: 32% (6)
3. There is minimal benefit if
extracorporeal: 32% (6)

—

—

—

1. Increased operative time: 80% (4)
2. There is minimal benefit if
extracorporeal: 60% (3)
2. Concerns regarding oncological
outcomes: 60% (3)
Ju
*Other includes andrology, endourology/stone disease, female pelvic medicine and reconstruction, general urology without subspecialty, laparoscopic surgery, male genitourinary
reconstruction, renal transplantation, and others.
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TABLE 2B | Top drivers/barriers for continent neobladder and augmentation cystoplasty by surgical approach.

Total% (n) Open Only% (n) Open + Robotic% (n) Robotic Only% (n)

Continent neobladder – drivers (Q25)
N=25 n=13 n=8 n=4
1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 84% (21)
2. Improved perioperative outcomes:
76% (19)
3. Oncologic outcomes are equivalent:
63% (17)

1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 85% (11)
1. Improved perioperative outcomes:
85% (11)
2. Oncologic outcomes are equivalent:
67% (10)

1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 88% (7)
2. Improved perioperative outcomes:
63% (5)
2. Oncologic outcomes are equivalent:
63% (5)
2. Decreased operative time: 63% (5)

1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 75% (3)
1. Improved perioperative outcomes:
75% (3)
1. Surgeon preference: 75% (3)

Continent neobladder – barriers (Q26)
N=26 n=14 n=8 n=4
1. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 69% (18)
2. Surgeons are not supportive of
robotics: 46% (12)
2. Robotics has a difficult learning curve:
46% (12)

1. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 79% (11)
2. Surgeons are not supportive of
robotics: 57% (8)
2. Transition to an open approach is
often required: 57% (8)

1. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 75% (6)
2. Increased operative outcomes: 50%
(4)
3. Surgeons are not supportive of
robotics: 38% (3)

1. Robotics has a difficult learning
curve: 100% (4)
2. Surgeons are not supportive of
robotics: 25% (1)
2. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 25% (1)

Augmentation cystoplasty – drivers (Q30)
N=14 n=12 n=1 n=1
1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 77% (10)
2. Decreased operative time: 64% (9)
3. Improved perioperative outcomes:
54% (7)

1. Adoption by neighboring practices or
institutions: 82% (9)
2. Decreased operative time: 58% (7)
3. Improved perioperative outcomes:
55% (6)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Augmentation cystoplasty – barriers (Q31)
N=15 n=13 n=1 n=1
1. Increased operative time: 67% (10)
2. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 57% (8)
3. There is minimal benefit if
extracorporeal: 50% (7)

1. Increased operative outcomes: 77%
(10)
2. Purchasing & maintaining a surgical
robot is too costly: 50% (6)
2. There is minimal benefit if
extracorporeal: 50% (6)

—

—

—

—

—

—

Lembrikova et al. LUTR: Urologist Perspectives
although the recruitment methods facilitated targeting
individuals with an increased interest in robotic surgery and
AC or CN in particular, the study had relatively high rates of
missingness. One of our observations is that this often occurred
at the point in the study when the focus became these relatively
less commonly performed procedures and may further skew the
responses received. Despite the fact that intracorporeal
diversions overall have increased in use particularly in
centralized study sites (20–22), based on the low number of
respondents in this study that have completed intracorporeal
procedures in the past year, our sample has not captured this
trend. Providing that over half of the participants reside in the
United States and Europe, regional differences in surgical choice
may also not have been accurately captured due to the study
geographic distribution. Our cohort overall was earlier in
practice than the field as a whole; this age difference and/or the
innovativeness observed may be reflective of their presence on
and engagement with social media platforms. Increased exposure
to pediatric urology and robotics earlier during residency may
also affect scores and perceptions in a generational manner.
Future studies with expanded number of participants and
demographics to include residents and fellows, additional
international participants to allow evaluation by location, and
Frontiers in Urology | www.frontiersin.org 9
urologists through societies or other distribution methods not
limited to social media may provide additional insights that were
not captured by this study.

Put together, the factors for robotic adoption in LUTR are
complex and extend beyond documented complication rates
and patient outcomes. Rather, a more complete understanding
of trends in robotics use will incorporate the role of competitors
within the surgical market, improve perioperative outcomes,
minimize cost, address learning curve and operative time
regardless of practice volume, and acknowledge surgeon
preferences. Furthermore, specific anastomotic steps and the
unique challenges that they present in pediatric versus adult
patients need to be addressed with focused learning and
innovation to improve surgeon satisfaction. Each of these
factors must be assessed and tackled by urologists and
medical device companies alike if increased adoption is
desired. Urology is an innovative field and is poised to tackle
these unique challenges. A thoughtful consideration and
further analysis of the wealth of experience and factors that
influence robotics adoption is needed to ensure the ultimate
aim of improved pat ient outcomes and minimized
complications in complex procedures regardless of surgeon
experience or hospital setting.
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Lembrikova et al. LUTR: Urologist Perspectives
CONCLUSION

Current evidence exists for and against the use of the surgical
robot in LUTR, with a focus on CN and AC. Pediatric urologists
are overall less satisfied with the robotic approach for AC, as
compared to urologic oncologists and surgeons who perform
robotic LUTR alone who reported high levels of satisfaction
with the robotic approach for varied sutured anastomoses.
However, regardless of specialty focus and approach,
ureteroenteric and urethrovesical anastomoses had the lowest
satisfaction scores and are recommended areas for future
targeted education and innovation. Major drivers for robotic
use include competition across hospital systems and improved
perioperative outcomes. Cost, operative time, and learning
curve continue to be major barriers across subspecialties to
robotics use in LUTR. Training modifications to maximize
surgeon experience with targeted procedural steps, innovation
to address high complication rates regardless of approach, and
ensuring patient awareness of varied surgical offerings are
anticipated to facilitate the ongoing trend toward increased
robotics use in LUTR.
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